Mayo’s weekend in jail
Star linebacker Lyneil Mayo is jailed on felony
domestic violence charges. He spends the
weekend in jail, missing the Spartan win over
UOP. Page 6

No expansion for IFC
SJSU’s Interfraternity Council votes against
allowing more fraternities on the council this
semester. The vote temporarily ends any
chance for a fraternity to join. Below

Features

Smashing
success

Consolidated
The Bay Area band combines electronic beats
with a wry view of American society. They play
FIX: The Club tonight. Page 5

The women’s volleyball team
extends its win streak to three with
a victory in its first regular season
game against the Texas -Arlington
Mavericks.
Page 7

A ’mushy’ night at the opera

The San Jose Opera s production of ’Madama
Butterfly’ opened Saturday. Our man finds it
and likable.
mushy and melodramatic
Page 4
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Weather
Mostly sunny, with scattered
clouds burning off by midday.
Highs to 79. lows down to 57.
National Weather Service
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Union faculty refuses to pay back fees
By Bryan Gold
Daily stall writer

Retroactive parking lees charged
to faculty dating hack two years
will not be paid. according to the
president of the SJSU chapter of the
California Faculty Association.
SJSU CFA President Manuel
Fimbres said that the faculty who
are part of the union will not pas
the tee We have reached a stand-

off."
SJSU faculty parking permits
went from $7.50 to $18 per month
Sept. I. 1988. according to Colleen
Bentlay-Adlar. spokeswoman for
the California State University system.
She added that most of the faculty have paid their parking fees for
the 1989-1990 and 1990-1991 academic years.

However. for1988-1989. Adlar
said that the CSU and the CFA
went to litigation over the parking
fee increase and "essentially the
(TA lost the suit. Everyone else,
the students and the staff. had to
pay the increase. Them was only a
delay fOr the faculty until the issue
was decided."
Barbara Green. director of fiscal
services, said that this was the same

time student parking pennits went
from $33.75 to Mil per semester.
"We were ordered to have them
pay the increase retroactive to when
the contract was signed." Green
said. He added that perniit fees are
taken out of an individual faculty
member’s paycheck.
"This is a special bill that is paid
separately. We cannot take any
payroll deductions out of their pay-

check unless they sign and authorize it," Green said.
Adlar added that "only one-thirdof the faculty have paid the retroactive fee.
"I am not going to pay it." Finibres said. "I pay all this money for
a hunting license that is what it
is. I come to campus and get to hunt
and they want
for a parking spot
See Parking, page 4

Tie a red ribbon ’round memories
SJSIt sophomore
%ir Force RI /if
cadet 3rd class
Alamein %aide/
ties a POW, MIA
information
sheet with red
ribbon around a
tree outside
Tosser Hall. the
ribbons were
tied around trees
to make the
community
aware of the
/Ws and
MIA’s from past
oars. the
It(
will have
a Moth set up
outside the Student t nion this
neck selling
commemoratise
bracelets and
other items. (
Friday at nom, a
celebration rec’,gni/4114
PON% %II % families is scheduled
to be held at
Park Plata in
don Moo n San
Jose.

I pay all this money for
a hunting license
that is what it is. I come
to campus and get to
hunt for a parking
space.’
Manuel Fimbres
5.151. (TA President

Budget
crisis
leaving
holes
By Leigh Ann Clifton
Daily staff writer
In the wake of recent budge( (.ta..
some departments are trying to stay
afloat by cutting services and not
filling approved staff and faculty
positions.
Faculty have responded by
approving a one year suspension of
a system-wide monetary award.
"We’re in a crisis situation. not
just in higher education. hut as far
as public services." said Manuel
Fimbirs. social work professor and
president of the SJSU chapter of the
California Faculty Association.
"The costs provides us an opportunity to look at where we’re spending our money.- he said. "We must
find o ay ot i.itoper:lung.SJSU must return to the CalifOrnia State University system %million to 57 million because of recent
state% ide budget cuts. said Rose
Lee. SJSU director of budget and
analysis last week. This amount
represents SJSU ’s portion of the
sietn- ide cuts.
of Ins total. $4 million to S.S
million will be given hack V. !thin
the nest couple of months. Lee said
It is mainly a matter of filing the
appropriate papernork, rather that,
an actual transfer of cash.
The remaining portion of th,
money. about SI million to 52 ma

ki,in Squires
slalTploolographrr

See RIDGET, page 4

Job fair IFC expansion not approved
highlights Hopes of Sigma Pi, others, dashed by decision
The decision has been
choices
temporarily tabled until
By I Aura DiMastio
[,sly start tvt,t(a
This year’s Career Eaploration Day will be held
Wethiesday in the Events Center and includes 200 employers
discussing opportunities and
general questions with students.
The program, which coordinator; said is designed to help
both students and staff. combines what previously took
three days into one by moving
it) the Events Center. The program starts at 1(1 a.m. and goes
to 3 p.m.
"The event is an excellent
opportunity for a candidate to
talk informally with an
employer and find out what
current and future career
opportunities there are." said
Margaret Wilkes. co-coordinator for the event and career
counselor.
’The information provided
See CAREER, peg*
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the end of February.
By 1.toura Ihlascht

Taylor Andrews. "We want to participate
oith LEC.. hut we’ don’t want to force our
way in."
Sigma Pi will continue to pursue the issue
agam nest semester, said Ken Houma chapter adviser. Bennett and Sigma Pi members

.11.1St didn’t get their Ilk’sSage across.
"Some of the houses fiai the fraternal system needs to build up before it espands." said
a member of Theta Chi who did not want to
he identified. Others said espansion could
only help the system.
sald ibie

Daily ,tatt ,ne,tf.r

Ihe 5151 hue, haternity ( oun(11 coital
’Warns! cylmnslon it unda). lemPlamil) end mg the hopes of interest groups such Sigma
Ii hatemil) to .in.
The mailer, which was considered during
the iegulai LEC. meeting. has been tabled
until the end of February
"At this tulle the ratio of fraternities to
sororities is not aceeptahle and we’ll consider
espansoon o hen the number til sororities
1114.1Cases... said Chris Capita. LEC. v icc
president in charge of membership.
issue has become mcreasmgly controvet .1.11 because many LEC fraternity memhet. say Sigma Pi fraternity is pushing itself
otao Ff..
siema Pi had solicited members with
ism Taper kls :Uld flyer,
"I’m pro-expansion hut I’m against the
way they’re going about it." said lim Willem). president of Alpha ’Lai Omega.
Ihnsever. Sigma Pi members di nit think
they re pushing the manei
-We don’t want to ciash, that is the last
thing we want to do." said Sigma Pi President

A.S. assistant resigns
By Leigh ’inn ( idiom
Daily stall writer
I line L’on%)ramli.

and
L awe I priorities have
’,aced the resignation of
the eve, untie assistant to
Associated Students President Amen Washington.
The search for a new
assistant is scheduled to he
completed by Oct. I.
Washington said he’s m the
1)0 key. ot At:114HW apphcallous, rev levvIng writing

samples and conducting
MIMIC% s.

’Tim
Domke.
22.
resigned Sept. 10 trout the
position after learning that
he was eligible tor gratin(’

lion lies! semester if he
accelerated his class load.
"This opens up a 1111111 her of career possibilines.he said. "It’s very ekciimg."
for the past three year.
Domke, a speech communications major. has been
employed with Rome Systems in Santa Clara. A
recent promotion to a [Imam management position
led him to re-ettamine his
priorities.
"The job is taking up
more of my time then I’d
planned for. I had to look
at my long-term career
goals." he said

_

since learning or
Domke’s resignation.
has
Washington
approached seseral student
groups, such the hura-fra!entity Council to inform
them of his needs and see
it there’s any interest.
The ideal candidate. he
said. "would he able to
minor myself: attend meet
ings, give presentations in
my absence and accom
OM A. S. goals in a time
ly fashion."
Washington char:loci
used Domke as SOMCM. ILO
of a perfectionist When he
See SENATE page 4

"I think an expansion would draw a lot
more attention to the ("reek system." said
LEC Sports Chairman Bob Rosenau during
the meeting.
There has not been a Greek espansion at
in the last too Veal’s and Sigma Pi fraternity member, so ihe best ntlie Is 110w.
-Obviously the ((reek system isn’t as
strong as n could he.- said Sigma Pi treasurer
Eric Renaud. "hut maybe it is as strong as it
can he at SJM I."
Sigma Pi started last (ktober when a tea(
guys joined together to start their own fraternity’. The current membership stands at 17
and anyone who joins now still he a "Founding Father." The last Sigma Pi chapter at
SA( folded in 1977. Sigma Pi members
believe’ that if they were a pan ()I I.F.C. their
membership would go Up. hut that the out
has shifted to postponement.
"We still need more members and we’ll
wait until next semester." said Sigma Pi president Taylor Andrews.
Sigma Pi says it will continue to work on
campus as an interest group and will hopefully get I.F.C. to vote for expansion in February.
Sigma PI fraternity currently governs itself
under I.F.C. guidelines. The menthers pay
dues for various social events and there are
rush events such as 1:11-l’an racing, barbecues
and tailgate panic’s.

H El VI km.
TT

EDITORIAL

Environmental options
eople should recycle. There is
only one earth. Go hug a tree,
P it is your friend.
These are the comments frequently
made by the group sometimes
affectionately and sometimes not so
affectionately known as
environmentalists.
All too frequently is the response:
Stop being so melodramatic.
Many times the response puts
economic growth ahead of planning.
To assume that economic prosperity
is not related to the environment
surrounding it is not prosperous. Yet,
when it comes down to recycling, it is
always capitalism that dictates policy.
The problem lies not in this
country’s economic premise, but that
the people of this system are the ones
that need to make the choices.
When you pick up that styrofoam
cup or grab that plastic sandwich
container, do you think about how
this efficiently created product affects
your surroundings?
The connection between the effects
of our actions is inevitably, and
unfortunately, not directly felt.
The consequences of our actions
are debated solely for the economy.
The truth is, we all have the choice.
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II places like the Connection, the
Student Union and the Dining
Commons must base their decisions
on remaining profitable, then we must
make our own decisions for the
future.
There are organizations on this
campus that have dedicated long
hours to make recycling more
accessible. Seek them out.
free, groups like the
For
Student Affiliation For
Environmental Respect
(SAFER) can provide guidance on
how you can make your house
completely trash free.
For free, AlTrans can provide
alternate transportation routes from
simply going between school and
home to arranging trips throughout
California.
For free, the Environmental
Resource Center can provide
educational materials on any subject
affecting the environment you want to
know about.
The next time you ask for that cup
of coffee or rush to grab that ham and
cheese sandwich, think about the
consequences and make a choice for
our future.

\(EA) 50ME

What ’clisenrollment’
looks like up close
But notices have a
way of getting lost and
students grow to trust
schedules printed in
May that say you only
owe $471
under pressure from the
is a felony but
clerk she did, although from the handwriting it
would he obvious the check was altered by
someone other than its author.
The clerk noted this and would again not
accept the payment.
The woman was starting to panic there
were about twenty minutes to go.
Finally, she said she had a hank card and
the clerk directed her to the local bank to get
cash to make up the difference. On a good day
you can walk to the hank from admissions and
records and hack in about 15 minutes.
However, the lines at 5 p.m. on a Friday make
it tough to get cash out quick.
It’s unknown whether the woman made it
back in time
just like it isn’t known how
many students were not allowed to enroll
Friday because they were $25 short.
After all, you can’t "disenroll," someone if
they had never paid in the first place. The
students should have known they needed more
money
there were notices
But notices have a way of getting lost and
students grow to trust schedules printed in
May that say you only owe $471.
There is no way of knowing how many may
have been $25 short for a semester of higher
education.
Just a young woman’s look of worry as she
ran toward the bank.
Rob Neill is ihe Executive Editor of the
Spartan Daily
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EDITOR PS FORUM ROB NEILL

the
It was 4:35 on Friday afternoon
deadline to pay fees and add classes. Those
who had already paid would owe the
additional fee by the end of this week.but if
y oft hadn’t Mitt allIttfag yet. you needed it all
now.
The young woman was barely 5 -feet tall.
and spoke in heavily accented English. From
appearances. she was a freshman who was late
in paying for the four classes she had to add.
In her hand she clenched a check from mom.
The stone -faced admissions clerk
probably bored with the long lines of
off
uninteresting students checked
whatever clerks check off, carefully
considered the form, carefully considered the
check and scowled.
"You are $25 short." the clerk said gruffly.
"How can that be." the woman said."( have
all of the money on this check."
The woman had missed all of the
notifications about the fee increase.
Understandable for someone who was late in
registering, as she probably had something
else on her mind. Besides, large state
organi/ations like SJSU would never
contradict themselves inside of three months
on a policy as important has how much you
have to pay to go to school.
The clerk and the woman discussed back
and forth for several minutes why the check
was inadequate.
Some students offered to write the woman a
check for the $25. She shyly declined, saying
she could not take money from strangers.
A line of nervous students began to grow
behind the woman as the discussion
progressed. They were well -aware that anyone
willing to not let a poor woman register would
undoubtedly shut down the window at 5 p.m..
no matter how many students were in line.
The clerk suggested the woman simply
cross out the amount on the check, change it
and initial this. The woman reminded the clerk
her mom had made it out and she shouldn’t
change it.
heck forgery
Wise on the woman’. p.,,I
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Affirmative action weakened,
Playboy ignored and a Gulf proposal
character and merit than one who
achieves slightly more under nearly
optimum conditions.

Minority complaints
Editor.
Juan De La Torre ("Beauty in
merits...." Sept . 17 1 raises several
confusions in opposing affirmative
action (AA. for short). First, he
advocates "commitment by students
rather than the university. " This
poses a false dilemma, since both
students and SJSU can be committed
to advancing achievement through
AA. Torre suggests that victims of
racism, who would benefit from AA.
lack commitment and cop out. Why
does he assume minorities are so
laty? Is that judging them by the
content of their character, as we
both agree people should be judged?
Or is that merely a stereotype of
minorities that Torre is relying on?
Second. Torre confuses the record
of Reagan and Bush on AA by
suggesting they did not retreat from
AA. Reagan’s administration argued
for the Grove City decision by The
Supreme Court. which greatly
weakened AA. Bush is holding up the
current civil rights bill for AA by
raising the red herring of
governmental quotas. which were
ruled unconstitutional 12 years ago.
Third. Torre’s quotation of
Harlan’s dissent in Plessy v. Ferguson
perpetuates the myth that AA judges
people by their color rather than by
their character. AA also benefits
disadvantaged white groups such as
Cajuns. Appalachian Mountain
whites, and rural whites! So this is
not a matter of color. It is a matter of
character because common sense tells
us that one who achieves almost as
much under great adversity (e.g..
racism and poverty) shows more

lint; Ilartiwod
Assivant Pile %, 44 Phil, 4%, 4ph%
A ’tame’ Play boy.
Editor.
This is my third semester here at
San Jose State and I’ve yet to
understand this campus. Last
semester there was a big squabble
over the Pike’s "Women of SJSU"
calendar, hut now that three Spartan
women bared all in Playboy there’s
absolutely no reaction.
In comparison to the Playboy
spread the calendar was tame. The
calendar was tastefully done and
didn’t reveal anywhere near as much
skin as the Playboy spread did. Once
more. Playboy is seen nationwide by
thousands of people while the
calendar stayed in our little corner of
the universe.
I don’t hear anybody yelling
"sexist" iii seen copies of the
maga/ine pulled off the shelves. How
could students and faculty say that
about one thing and not apply it to all
instances related to SJSU? How
could we curse the women in the
calendar for strutting their stuff in
bikinis while praising the ones who
were totally nude for the entire
country to see and drool over?
I have yet to understand this
campus.

A united Arab force
Editor.
The military stand-off in the
Persian Gulf appears to hold promise
of increasing tensions and real
dangers of war- I propose a solution
to the problem which may allow
every one to feel that they have
contributed to a peaceful resolution
of this increasingly dangerous
situation,
I propose that a United Nations
force made up of Arab personnel he
assembled under Arab officers. This
force is to he assigned the task of
entering and occupying Kuwait
unarmed at a prescribed time, such as
II a.m. Nov. II. 19tX) Ku% :tit time.
Advanced notice of their intention to
occupy and take control of Kuwait
unarmed in order to return it to its
own government should he made
worldwide and their intention to he
accompanied by world peace
representatives with the entire
procedure to he covered continuously
by worldwide television, radio and
press.
Any attempt by anyone to take
military action against this U.N.
sponsored peace army should be met
with vigorous and lethal military
response. Iraqi forces should he
allowed to withdraw peacefully and a
successful transference to a peaceful
resolution should enable all military
forces and equipment to he returned
to the status before the present
military otcupaiion or Kuwait.
Most,,, Lee
Pro/e% %of
1.4 441401»44 %
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Cheney terminates
four-star general

Men seized fleeing Kuwait
AP
Young Kuwaiti men try
ing to flee their occupied homeland
were seized Monday by Iraqi
troops, refugees reported, and their
sobbing wives and daughters were
forced to cross into Saudi Arabia
without them.
In Iraq, state-run newspapers
heaped scorn on President Bush for
his broadcast warning to the Iraqis
that their president, Saddam Hussein. is leading them to war. One
newspaper’s headline read: "Shut
up. Mr. Bush."
"Saddam Hussein tells you that
this crisis is a struggle between
Iraq and America. In fact, it is Iraq
against the world," Bush said in
his speech, aired Sunday on Iraqi
television.
Standing in front of his Oval Office desk with the American flag
behind him. Bush urged Iraq to
withdraw its troops from Kuwait.
which it overran on Aug. 2.
Iraqi authorities responded that
Bush’s statement was full of "lies
and contradictions." They said the
U.S. president aimed to be "dictator of the world."
Thousands of protesters gathered in the streets of Baghdad’s
capital after Bush’s broadcast.
chanting "Death to Bush! Death to
America!"
International opposition to Iraq,
however, appeared to pick up
strength.
Britain said Monday it would
expel the Iraqi military attache and
three aides from the embassy in
London. Foreign Secretary Douglas Hurd indicated the Home Office would be annoucing further
sanctions against Iraq later in the
day.
Twelve member nations of the
European Community, meeting
Monday in Brussels, Belgium, are
expected to consider new retalia-

and fray soldiers are trying to
quell resistance by blowing up
blocks of houses.

’America today is a bastion 4. oppression and we
have this to say: ’Mr. Bush, we listened to your
message, but please shut up.’
Iraqi newspaper
tory measures against Iraq and
more aid for countries hurt by the
U.N.-ordered embargo on trade
with that country.
Dutch Premier Ruud Lubbers
said he expected European nations
to agree on toughening the economic embargo against Iraq within
the next two days. But he said the
Netherlands has no immediate
plans to expel Iraqi diplomats in
retaliation for Iraq’s intrusion into
diplomatic premises in Kuwait last
week.
Dutch, French, Belgian and Canadian embassies or diplomatic
residences were raided last week
by Iraqi troops. The embassy raids
were unanimously condemned
Sunday by the U.N. Security
Council.
France expelled 29 Iraqis in retaliation, and Italy announced it
was ousting all officials at the Iraqi
military attache’s office in Rome.
Also Sunday. U.N. diplomats
began drafting a new resolution to
close off Iraq’s air routes and punish nations flouting the U.N.-ordered embargo on trade with Iraq.
U.S. officials said.
An Egyptian military source
said Egypt were supposed to send
250 soldiers to Saudi Arabia Monday and more following in a few
days. joining the estimated 4.000
Egyptian troops already in the region. The source, who spoke on
condition of anonymity, said
Egypt would also send Egytian
tanks. armored personcl Carriers
and air defense systems to Saudi

Moscow announced it will restore diplomatic ties with Saudi
Arabia, cut in 1938. The Soviets
had been longtime allies of Iraq but
cut off weapons sales and became
cool to Iraq after Saddam seized
Bush’s address to the Iraqi peoKuwait.
ple, with an Arabic voice-over and
At the lone border crossing be- captions provided by the State Detween Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, partment. was apparently broadabout 6,(XX) Kuwaitis streamed out cast in its entirety Sunday evening.
of their homeland over the week- It was the first direct message from
end after Iraq troops suddenly and Bush to the Iraqi.
without explanation opened the
In a commentary Monday headcrossing. It had been shut for a lined "Shut up. Mr. Bush." the
month.
Iraqi government-owned Al-JumBut refugees arriving Monday huriya. or The Republic, declared.
said Iraqi troops manning the bor- "America today is a bastion of opder crossing were seizing all Ku- pression and we have this to say:
waiti males between the ages of 17 ’Mr. Bush, we listened to your
and 36. apparently because they message. but please shut up."
were of age to serve in the miliThe speech was followed immetary. And all non-Kuwaitis. except diately by a 25-minute response
for a few Western women married from an Iraqi TV announcer, who
to Kuwaitis. were turned back by
said a "thundering rage" is buildthe Iraqis and told to leave Kuwait
ing against the United States in the
through Baghdad.
Arab world, and a showdown in
The refugees said tbod is be- the Persian Gulf would end "in a
coming scarcer in their homeland, catastrophe" for U.S. forces.

and Karate-Ninia Bustsu #202. 9 a m.’4:30
pm AS Business Office in S U call 9245961
FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Weekly meeting, 6 pm . S U. Costanoan
Room. call 924-7097
GOLDEN KEY: Information, questions and
answers about this national honor society. 9
a m.-4 p.m in front of S U . call 293-4831
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION: Group advisement session for those interested in teaching in elementary school. 3-5 pm . Business
Classroom Building Room 312, call
924-3608
AKBAYAN CLUB: General meeting. 2:30
pm.SU Costanoan Room. call 947-8740
SOCCER CLUB: Women s team practice
5 45-7 p in Spartan Complex Room 44. call
927-9592
LE CIRCLE FRANAIS: French circle meeting 3 p in Blimpies cafe on San Carlos
Street between Second and Third streets.
CLARK UBRARY TOURS: 930 am. and

3130 p.m.. meet at first floor display case,
call 924-2810
WING CHUN KUNG FU: Starting lessons
for beginning, intermediate and advance students in this Chinese self-defense system.
7-30-9 p in. Spartan Complex Room 202.
call 578-2328.
PSI CHI: Psychology national honor society s first meeting of semester. 5 p.m.. Dudley
Moorhead Hall Room 337. call 263-1655.
ECONOMICS STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION:
Meeting. 2 30 p m . S.0 Montalvo Roorn
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Career Exploration Day, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.,
Events Center call 924-6048
OTHER
AVIATION DEPARTMENT: Recruiting
meeting for night team, 6 p in . Sept. 25.
1120 Coleman Ave . Room 108. call 2465214
CALMECA PROJECT: First club meeting,
5’30 p m Oct 5. Chicano Resource Center.

Arabia by ship across the Red Sea.
Meanwhile. Japan’s first mission of doctors, nurses and support
staff was preparing Monday to
leave for Saudi Arabia today to lay
groundwork for a planned 100member Japanese medical team.
officials said. Japan has pledged a
total of $4 billion to the U.S.-led
multinational Wort against Iraq.
hut recruitment of medical personnel has been slow.

made his comments in an interview with the Los Angeles
Times and The Washington
Post.
Atop the Dugan interview in
the Los Angeles Times, the
paper quoted unnamed "senior
U.S. military planners" as saying that such an air campaign
would be designed in part to
"decapitate" the Iraqi leadership by targeting Saddam
Hussein, his family, his senior
commanders and his palace
guard.
The paper quoted Dugan as
saying that "a better list" of
tiogh-value Iraqi targets had
he.-oi drawn up by military planners. The paper said. "the list
stressed the importance of attacking Hussein and his inner
circle, but beyond that Dugan
would not detail" any target
points.
Dugan still retains his fourstar rank, but he is expected to
retire.
Dugan flew combat missions
during the Vietnam War, and
later taught cadet military training courses at the Air Force
Academy’.
He was named assistant deputy chief of staff at Air Force
headquarters in January 1987.
and six months later he became
Air Force deputy chief of staff
for programs and resources.
Dugan was promoted to the
joint position of commander ot
U.S. Air Forces in Europe and
commander of Allied Air Forces
Central Europe. headquartered
at Ramstein Air Base, West
Germany. in April 19149.

Man recovering from tragedy

SpartaGuide
Because of a production error,
all the items in Monday’s SparlaGuide were in error. The items
listed for Tuesday in \ lionday’s
guide have been corrected under
Today for this guide.
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student, faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom. Wahlquist Library( North
Room 104. and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
So the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.)
The deadline for entries is 10 a.m.
The Daily’s staff members will attempt to enter each item at least two
days before the date of the event in
addition to the day of the event Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions
No phone-in items will be accepted
TODAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
Co-op orientation introduction to cooper
alive education, a professional work even
ence program. 12 30 pm. SU Almaden
Room call 924-6030
CLARK LIBRARY TOURS: 12 30 pm anc
3 30 p m meet at first floor display case
call 924.2810
WOMEN’S RESOURCE CENTER: Speak
er s series on campus safety by University
Police Department 4-6 pm SU Montalv:
Room call 924-6500
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Men s suppor
group 330-5 pm Administration Buildina
Room 201 call 924-5930
ARNOLD AIR SOCIETY: POW MIA week
10 a m -3 p m tooth in front of S U cand
ielight vigil 7.8 p in Spartan Memorial Cha
per call 971-2055
AIESEC: International student organization
general meeting, 530 pm SU Costanoat
Room call 29343187
ECONOMICS STUDENTS ASSOCIATION
Dr Greer speaker 3 pm SU Aimacle,
Room
CHRISTIAN
AMERICAN
ASIAN
FELLOWSHIP Large group meeting or,
God the Creator 7 pm SU Almadei
Room call 275-1057
ART DEPARTMENT GALLERIES: A,’
openings 6-8 p in Art Building call 924
4330
GOLDEN KEY: Information questions an:
answers about this national honor society 9
a m -4 p m in front of S U call 293-4831
CHEMISTRY DEPARTMENT: Fall seminar
series with Charles L Wilkins on Laser De
sorption Fourier Transform Mass Spectome
try 4 30 p m Duncan Hall Room 135 ca’
924-5000
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Women s spirituality
group 1 30-2 30 p in Cmpus Chnstia,
Center call 298-0204
BAPTIST STUDENT MINISTRIES: Brow,
bag Bible study noon Spartan Memoriai
Chapel call 377-0772
WEDNESDAY
A.S. PROGRAM BOARD: Wednesday nor
cinema Scandal 7 p in and 10 p m Mor
ris Galley Auditorium call 924-6261
RE-ENTRY PROGRAM: Brown hag lunch
noon -I 30 pm SU Pacheco Room call
924-5930
A.S. LEISURE SERVICES: Last day to sign
up for Scuba Diving #201 Photography
0711 Windsurfing #206 ChiChuan #203

WASHINGTON (AP)
Gen. Mike Dugan was fired as
Air Force chief of staff Monday
following the four-star general’s
blunt comments about U.S.
contingency plans for massive
air strikes against Baghdad.
Defense Secretary Dick Cheney relieved Dugan of his duties
after consulting with President
Bush, and then delivered a
harsh critique of the 53-year-old
decorated flier.
"There are certain things we
never talk about. We never discuss operational matters, such
as the selection of specific targets for potential air strikes."
Cheney told reporters.
"We never talk about the targeting of specific individuals,
who are officials in other governments. That is an violation of
the executive order." the secretary said.
"We never underestimate the
strength of opposing forces or
reveal previously classified information about the size or disposition of U.S. forces. Nor do
we ever demean the contributions of the other services." he
said.
"Gen. Dugan’s statements as
reported in the press and as confirmed by him to me failed
all of those tests." Cheney said.
The Pentagon’s rare disciplinary action of a top officer came
one day after published reports
quoted Dugan as saying U.S.
military authorities had concluded that massive air strikes
are the only effective way of
forcing Iraq out of Kuwait if
war erupted. Dugan was on a
tour of U.S. military installations in Saudi Arabia when he

Their
government-in-exile
called the unannounced weekend
exodus
the first allowed by Iraq
in about a month
evidence that
Saddam intends to depopulate Kuwait and move in his own people.
There was concern that the Iraqis might be trying to infiltrate
spies or terrorists into Saudi Arabia. where 100,0(X) U.S. troops
have deployed since the invasion
of Kuwait. leading a multinational
force. Refugees without proper
identity documents were being
questioned carefully by Saudi authorities.
The refugees told tales of terror
and anarchy at home, of dwindling
food supplies and Iraqi troops
blowing up the homes of suspected
resistance fighters in Kuwait City.
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Earn up to s 1000 in one
week for your campus
organization.

Plus a chance at
5000 more!
This program works!
No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50
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hen he fell through sheet of ply
wood and landed on a steel rod that
protruded from the top of a concrete column.
The 16-inch bar went through
the right side of his neck, mouth
and palate ’arid ’CAffic out through
his eye socket, leaving him dangling 10 feet from the ground.
bleeding profusely.
"Doctors can’t believe how he
survived the accident. When he got
to the hospital he had lost almost
all his blood," his mother. Maria
Hernandez. said.
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SAN JOSE (API Well -wishers hugged Billy Hernandez Saturday at what his mother called a
"re-birthday" for the 22-year-old
four months after he was impaled
on a steel rod and nearly bled to
death.
On his actual birthday. Hernandez lay in Stanford University
Hospital wrapped in bandages and
recovering from injuries including
shattered facial bones.
On Tuesday. June 5, Hernandez
was working on the second floor of’
an unfinished apartment building
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Communicate In Color
Now At Kinko’s
Canon Color Laser Copies
-Presentations
-Displays
-Charts/Graphs

-Transparencies
-Sales Flyers
-Even Copy From Slidesi

kinkosr
the copy center
Open 24 Hours A Day, 7 Days A Week

OVER
EMPLOYERSA VARIETY OF CAREERS.
ON
200
STUDENT market.
INFORMATION
GRADUATE today’s job
WILL

PROVIDE
Explore

1L
.

TO available in
FRESHMAN
opportunities

career

SeTu:No.iiii.tai

SEPTEMBER

19

AR

10AM 1o3 PM
Representatives from
Business. Industry.
Government. Education.
Health and Human Services

6

"

295-4336
310 S. Third St.
San Jose, CA 94112

EVENT
CENTER

The Event Center, SJSU
( formerly SUR EC)
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Parking: Budget: Awards, service to be scaled back
’We’re not operating in
Fees won’t
a gloom and doom mode
be paid
here.’
From page!
me to pay the increase.
"We don’t dispute the fact
that they raise fees. We do dispute how they do it and when
they do it. The union’s position
was that this is good. But let’s
sit down and talk about it."
Fimbres said. She added that
the raise in parking fees would
generate more money to
improve or build parking facilities.
Pat Nichelson. executive
director of the CFA. stated in a
memorandum to CFA chapter
presidents. "Trustee leaders and
top central administrators have
assured us repeatedly that they
want to get beyond this issue
and that in any case they intend
no coercive or harmful collection measures.
"Our advice to colleagues
that the billing is voluntary
remains sound, as well as safe.
When asked, tell faculty ’don’t
pay.’ If they get another collection notice, tell them to relax."
Nichelson said.
Fimbres added that the Chancellor’s office has said that the
statements for the increase will
not be sent to a collection agency.
Adlar. however, said that
payment is not voluntary and
that "as many as three notices
have been sent to those twothirds who haven’t paid."

Senate:
Assistant
resigns
From page I
accepts new responsibilities, he
said. "He would rather not do a
mediocre job."
This desire to do the 11es1 Possible job" as well as Domke’s writing, marketing and promotional
skills an: what first attracted Washington to Domke in his search for
an assistant.
Two projects the new assistant
will work on are the development
of a student discount program with
local merchants and a formalized
designated- driver program for students in cooperation with local
nightclubs.
Domke conducted a survey of
sonic local San Jose businesses last
summer. Washington said, "to find
out what services they offer and
how they perceive SJSU."
Domke said the student discount
program was still in the planning
stage and no agreements had yet
been reached.
After Washington has narrowed
the choices to a few applicants, he
will approach the A. S. hoard for
final selection and approval.
The new assistant will be working with Washington and the A. S.
government through May and is
paid $250 a month stipend.

From page
lion, will be cut from different
areas, programs and services chosen by university officials.
In an effort to combat the
destructive effects of the cuts. Fimbres said faculty have suspended
the Meritorious Professional
Promise and Performance awards
for one year.
’These awards give $2500 to faculty members selected by other faculty based on work completed or
potential shown.
Edd Burton, associate dean of
educational planning and resources
said the awards have been around
for about five years. and that last
year about 145 were awarded at
SJSU.
The decision by the CFA to suspend these awards for the year will
save the university $367,500. Burton said.
"These awards were originally
instituted to motivate instructors.

Poll reveals
traffic is
big worry

Connie Sauer
V.P. of business and finance
Fimbres said, "All serious teachers
were against it. It was foisted upon
us." Fimbres himself has received
one such award and although grateful for the recognition. said, "I
could have done without it."
In some departments, service
cuts have been unavoidable.
Connie Sauer, associate executive vice president of business and
financial services, said university
mail delivery has been cut.
-Where we used to deliver to
each office in each building. we
now deliver to just one designated

site in many buildings."
This has resulted in the elimination of one full-time staff position.
Sauer said. She stressed, however,
that the individual was not laid-off.s
to leave hadf already been made.
Sauer also is purposefully not
filling another position in an effort
to save money. Besides mail services. her department oversees payroll, financial aid and many university accounting functions.
This has meant an increased
workload for Sauer and her staff.
"There are a number of people
who are overworked. This produces
a stress factor, there’s not a lull to
catch up with some of the things
that pile up on your desk." she said.
Sauer has also managed to cut
travel expenditures in her department in half. "we can sustain travel
cuts for a year." she said. "any
longer and it’s going to impact
moral, as well as the departments’
level of effectiveness."

Reduced travel won’t allow them
to stay up-to-date. she said. "It’s a
real loss of information."
Although employees moral
hasn’t taken u hostile turn. Sauer
recognizes an increased tension and
stress in many of her co-workers.
"Several people have commented to me that before it seemed there
was a really busy time and then a
slack period. They say the slack
period just doesn’t occur anymore."
Sauer blames increased state
government regulations as well as
budget cuts for most of the difficulties.
-We’re not operating in a gloom
and doom mode here." she said.
"We’re continuing with the projects
we’d planned for. We’ve conserved
resources earlier."
A new purchasing system in her
department "will streamline our
accounts payable," she said. "an
area where we are extremely understaffed."

Miriam Stoll
B.A. History, Dartmouth College
M.B.A. Stanford Graduate School of Busiruns

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
When it comes to big-city problems, the concern of San Francisco
Bay area residents focuses on life
in the fast lane, which for many is
too slow during rush hour.
A poll conducted for the San
Francisco Chronicle showed that
traffic beat out drugs as the biggest
concern of Bay area residents.
according to a report published
today. Twenty-one percent of the
respondents cited traffic congestion as the No. 1 problem, compared with 16 percent who said
drugs and 10 percent who named
housing as their top concern.
The poll, conducted among 600
Bay area residents last month, has
a margin of error of plus or minus
4 percent.
"The only explanation for the
switch of traffic over drugs is the
October (1989) earthquake’s damage to roads, which continues to be
a daily problem for Bay area residents," said Mark Baldassare.
who conducted the poll. Two
major freeways remain closed as a
result of the 7.1 quake.

"I became a Macintosh convert in
business school.
"Al our computer lab I’d always find
lines of people waiting to use the Macintosh
computers, while other computers just sat
there. So I had a choice: wait for a Macintosh,
or come back at 6 AM to grab one before
they’d all be taken.
"After business school, I took a job at a
large bank and used my Macintosh for
producing everything from spreadsheets
to a company newsletter.
=Today LuserMacintosh to he
run my own management consulting fiml.When I give a presentation,
I can see in people’s faces
that they’re really impressed.
And that makes me feel great.
"Sometimes I take Friday
off, put my Macintosh and skis
in the car, and head for the
mountains. I ski days and work
nights. It’s perfect.
"You know, I can’t say
where I’ll be in five, ten, or
fifteen years, but I can say that
my Macintosh will be there
with me:’

The survey showed drugs are
more of a concern to residents who
earn less than $20,000 a year and
those under the age of 34. In contrast. traffic was mentioned four
times as often by those with annual
incomes of $60,000 or more compared to those with incomes under
$20,000.
Other concerns cited by respondents were jobs. crime, drought
and schools: absent from the list
was acquired immune deficiency
syndrome, which has killed thousands of Bay area residents in the
past decade.
In a similar poll conducted in
March 1989, drugs topped the list
of concerns at 20 percent, followed
by traffic. 13 percent; drought, 12
percent, and crime. 10 percent.
The new poll shows only 4 percent
mentioned drought, and crime was
cited as the biggest problem by 8
percent.

cooperative, transient and hard to
reach, untruthful or not credible as
witnesses in court.
"We’ve got (the same) guys
handling all sexual assaults and
felony assaults," said Sgt. Vince
Russo, a senior investigator. Six to
a dozen reports may be waiting for
him on Monday. and at least one
new case could come in each day
of the week.
Most dropped cases were reported by minority women who
were involved in prostitution, drug
use or other illegal activity, police,
prosecutors, victims and social
workers agree.
One woman told police she was
raped and beaten by an ex -convict
with whom she had drunk wine
and smoked crack. "Her credibility is tainted by smoking crack and
drinking." the police investigator
said in his report.
The case was referred to the
state Board of Prison terms. which
ordered the man to serve one year
for violating parole.
Police Chief George Hari declined to he interviewed by the
paper. But Capt. James Hahn, who
heads the Oakland Police Department’s criminal investigations division, said the state Department
of Justice numbers were not meaningful.

From page!
is current and informative
about what’s happening out
there."
According to Wilkes. the
goal of the program is to pull
the university and the community together. It is open not
only to students but also faculty and staff.
The Career Exploration
Day is the biggest program
that the Career Planning and
Placement Center has each
year and this is the first time it
has been held in the Events
Center. Program coordinators
are expecting more than 5.(0)
students to attend.
"The employers are enthusiastic about coming down
here." Wilkes said.

RI never have believed that one little computer could make
such an incredible difference in my academic and working life.

Rape cases filed falsely
Oakland
OAKLAND (AP )
police believe nearly a quarter of
the reports of rape in the city last
year were false, a rate more than
twice as high if any other large
California city. according to a
newspaper report.
Oakland police and prosecutors
also arrested and convicted a
smaller percentage of rapists than
any large city in the state with the
exception of Long Beach. the San
Francisco Examiner said Sunday.
Rape crisis workers said the result is a whole class of victims,
largely minority women involved
in drugs or prostitution, are denied
their day in court.
1 think the unfounded rate says
that either Oakland is full of liars
or something is going wrong at the
Police Department level," said
Marcia Blacksmck, executive director of Bay Area Women
Against Rape. "And I don’t think
Oakland is full of liars."
Of the 585 rapes reported in
24.4
Oakland last year, 143
considered unwere
percent
founded, according to new state
Department of Justice figures. In
the 442 cases considered valid. 68
suspects were arrested, and 20
convictions resulted.
Police said they discounted reports because the women were un-

Career:
Job help

Come to the
College Store Festival!
Art Quad in the Bookstore
September 18, 19 & 20
from 10am 6pm
Ms. 11,1,4

Why do people love Macintosh’?
Ask them.
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Bands break typical molds, expression is the key
By Laura DiMascio

Daily staff writer

’We would describe our music as a result of trying
to be people and a band at the same time and
realizing that we’re never going to reconcile the
contradiction.’

Those familiar with Consolidated or MC 900 Foot Jesus might
not consider them to be typical
rock bands. But then neither band
says it wants to be.
Consolidated, which originated
in San Francisco, doesn’t consider
itself to be like most modem-dance
bands. Rather it sees itself as a bureaucratic entertainment specialist.
And for MC 900 Foot Jesus even the name isn’t typical.
Both bands are recording artists
for Nettwerk Productions and both
will play at FIX at 400 S. First
Street tonight at 10 p.m. The San
Jose performance is one of the first
stops on the bands’ new tours.
Consolidated is promoting its
album "The Myth of Rock," and
MC 9(X) Foot Jesus with DJ Zero
just released its debut album "Hell
with the Lid Off.’
"We would describe our music
as a result of trying to be people
and a hand at the same time and realizing that we’re never going to
reconcile the contradiction," said

Consolidated vocalist Adam Sherburne.
Both groups formed about two
years ago. Before Consolidated.
Sherburne and drummer Phillip
Steir were a part of the band Until
December, and keyboard player
Mark Pistel was working with the
group Shy Hands.
Not only does Consolidated’s
political opinions differentiate it
from other bands. but Sherburne
says its live performances can be
an unusual experience. At the end
of the set. Consolidated includes
about 20 minutes of what it calls
"spontaneous democracy."
"We hand the microphone over
to the audience and they can call us
on any of our platforms, critique

0 Poe co1h,a.._10
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- Adam Sherburne,
Consolidated vocalist
their peers, or question themselves," Sherburne said.
By doing this, Consolidated said
it hopes people go home with a
little bit more information and the
idea that there’s a band out there
that doesn’t consider itself any different from the audience.
Members of Consolidated agree
they aren’t so much a political
band as they are just a group of
guys wanting to express themselves.
"People may think of us as a political band because we don’t happen to sing about the sexual exploitation of women and driving
cars," said Sherburne. "But Consolidated would never say that that
kind of music is any less political
than ours. We’re just putting our
politics at the front of our message."
On the other hand. MC 900 Foot
Jesus Mark Griffin may not be as
politically oriented as Consolidated but Griffin still has just as
much to say.
Griffin said that he came up with
the unusual name after hearing TV
angel i ,t Oral Roberts discribe
his ision of a 900-foot tall Jesus
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400 S. First Street. The show starts at 10 p.m.
with admission limited to those 21 and mer.

Consolidated, above, will perform with MC 900
Foot Jesus at FIX tonight. The club is located at
"I thought the story of a TV
evangelist having a vision of a
9(X)-foot Jesus was so ridiculous
that it would be a good name for a
rapper," Griffin said.
Prior to MC 9(X) Foot Jesus.
Griffin played in many local bands
in Dallas, where he has resided for
the past 12 years.
He said his music confronts
nil Idle -class America driven by

what he calls his -fascination with
the psychotic urban jungle." His
sound takes on an industrial perspective in a rap format with jazz
incorporated.
"I have a lot of background in
jan and most of my actual musical
training is on the trumpet." Griffin
said.
Griffin said he grew tired of the
trumpet after 10 years when he re -

allied he wasn’t getting anywhere
with it. He says he is happier doing
what he is doing now.
The collaboration for the bands
to tour together all started shortly
after the members met in Europe.
"We played a couple of shows
together in Europe and got to be
good friends." Griffin said. "1
don’t know who, but later we decided to go on tour together.’’

’Madama Butterfly’ not stereotypical opera
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’Madama Buttertly is not an
opera where fat ladies wear Viking
hats while bellowing out their bowels. It is an opera filled with deep
feelings and musical compositions.
Those who are turned off by the
archaic air that accompanies opera
may be surprised to know that
Wadama Butterfly,’ featured at
San Jose’s Montgomery Theater,
does not fall into the stereotypical
igage that oplo_often gets stuck
. ’f:
qit h .
Sure, it is mushy :Ind melodra-

matic, but if you can look past the the springtime. The progression
heavily embellished dialogue, you from morning to evening was a
can certainly appreciate it as a mu- fantastic transition of hues that cleverly captured the mood of the
sical marvel.
Music was a strong element, scenes. Clad in traditional Japawhich evoked a profound emo- nese garb, the actors’ costumes
tional reaction from the audience. were complete with rippled um’Madama Butterfly’s’ (CioCio- brellas and colorful floral patterns.
San), voice subtly emerged from
Madama Butterfly.’ portrayed
the orcherstra’s melody. comple- by Eilana Lappalainen. is about a
menting but never intruding upon, 15-year-old Japanese girl who rethe whole musical experience The
audience recognized hei taicin anu nounces her heritage and her religion for the love of an American
gave her a standing ovation.
,,,,......
sailor, BS.. Rinkertdrk..played by
The small cottage setting gave Stephen Guggenheim.. He is
an illustrious image of Nagasaki in charmed by her beauty and grace

hut balks at any binding cornniii
ment to her, making a mockery it
their marriage.
Duty calls Pinkerton. leaving
Butterfly alone as an outcast in her
society. She waits patiently for
hint but is grieved when she learns
from the American consul that he
doesn’t want to see her again.
It doesn’t end there. The final
act is very dramatic and had a lot
of people in the audience dabbing
their eyes. Although the ending
was predictable.j it could not debase the flittiverful pathos emanating from the stage.

Classified
12 14 paid SI 000 asking 55000,
best offer Cell L YN Cl 246-01300.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

(415)364-0116

DENTAL SERVICES
STUDENT DENTAL
OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now,
Save your leery eyes

HELP WANTED
CATERING-Evenl Warehouse Immediate opening for strong mature.
reliable person 30-40 hr. wk Cell
730-0500
some weekends regeared

and money too
Cleanings and office
visits al no Charge
For brochure...

CITY OF MILPITAS Parks 8 Leisure
Service Pert lime Monday -Thurs-

AS office or call
1 600.655.3225

day

SJSUMODELS’’
John Robert Powers
i searching
for
STAR
to take lo Hoily
eveni ol the
wood maim IMT
year Call TRACI al 296.5100
VISA OR MASTERCARD, Even of
bankrupt or bad credit’ We Guar.
ant. you card or double your
money back Call 18051682 7555
et I NI 1103

HONDA ELITE 87 lo miles. exclnl
cond Great mileage. 51100 obo
Call Kathy al 559.1135 14 & F elI
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SEIZED CARS trucks boots 4w110w1.
ors motor.... by FBI. IRS.
DEA Available your area now
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new tires AC
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COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
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COUNSELOR GROUP HOME for so
Iodic children F7APT Great el,
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refitted fickle Call Mon-Fri 9-5 pm
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DISHWASHER WAITER wanted Monday .Thursday 5 pm
Approsi
mately 10 hrs wk Cell 292-7303
EARN EASY MONEY A must Is positive 16011.9. for LESBIANS GAYS
end their friends families Write
REEBEKK A. POW 713067 Atlanta.
Gm 30358
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN’ Marketing
SarviC bureau re looking tor new
.count development representatives Work 10 20 30 hours wIt
Earn good money (imin valuable
business esperience Phone 9206671

S J

MATTRESS SETS’ New twin
full 195 queen 1145 long
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up Dresser mirror nele.land

REDS

U5

headboard Four piece bedroom
Chest of drawers
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.t
/4151745-0900
FUTONS"’ Large selection 55 Ps
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ad CUSTOM FUTONS 900 S
Winchester Blvd San Jose it 2
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sure. Call 100505112 7335 iv. II
1St) for repo list
WHOLESALE
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Call HOME ENTERTAINMENT
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Coll Nose 14151375 03047 nr
14061 759-9000
TIARA

Never worn’ Whose

Maar

A NIP
Spartan

Stadium Base plus huge corn.
mission Sales poenton no esp.
r HMCO necessary 110.1610 hours
WOMEN WELCOME to WOMEN
owned business’ Cell Pally or
John .1 093-1941

Call 266.3042

tom

942.2470

communicetIons

AUTO -HEAL TH.LIFEHOME
State Farm Insurance Co
MORY N STAR

DRESS

Call

GET INTO A great Industry de.

FOR SALE

wsnoieo

55 71 hr

5646 25 Ill Call 448.3953

AUTOMOTIVE

114

10.15 hr wk

head
sire

INSTRUCTORS & COACHES" Peri
tone Instruclor for elementary
part firne Coaches fOr mid -school
Credential not required Call 2490060

WANTED.
ENGSALESPERSONS
LISH SPANISH Le-lingo/0 only No
notable
experience necemery
guaranteed
wages
hours
FILACKBURN’s AUTO SALES
1st St S J
C811292-6121 1543
SECURITY
$114 TO START
Weekly Pay
Immediate Intervoews
With Regular Reis..
Full Time or Pan Titre
No Expo, lance Necessary
Vanguard i looking to,
riendly people 10 0016
or sale secure high tech
companies
BEST BENEFITS AVAILABLE
Sharp blazer uneforrn vecation
pey mod dent Ins and
credit union
Apply at 3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clam 1Between 010011
11 San Tom.) 727.4865
SPRING BREAK. Chrlefine eurnMet
Iravel FREE Air couriers needed
Cali
lobs
cruiseship
end
1805.582.7555.511 5-1062
SUPERVISOR OF OFFICIALS
wanted to recruit hire and
train officials for on -campus
sports program Will assign
and supervise officials
10, Associated Students Leisure
Serveces Exp In Intrarnurel
officiating desired Must be
a current student 15-20 hours
weee afternoons even *kends
$6 05-S6 40 start Job starts
appro. 10 I 90 Apply by 9 7090
Call 924.5950 for info
SW1MWE AR MODEL WANTED Citrus
Too Hot Etratil. Seises healthy
beachy looking girls to model for
!rode shows IL showroom Sire
medium
29111

PI.. cell 14151 717-

PHYS ED 040 01 dance
for pro-school through elem.
tary Part lime min 2 veers deperequired
Call
ndence.
car
GYMSTE RS al 996-8955

PERSONA al 453-0505

TEACHERS AIDES SUBS’
Small World Schools
is hiring pen -limo
students tor ell types
of childcare programs
early pro& tet Pm
positions mall ItTrnedlefeey
Cell 257 73215 6 unIts
P E recreation or
education units prof

MAKE $500 to $900 or more week
processing MMI NIP refunds as
United Stems federal government
tracer C81114061993- 3865

THE STUDENT UNION is now hiring
for cudodial posit Ions Contact
THE STUDENT UNION (URIC

PRODUCT MARKETING NOT

10 STUDENTS NEEDED ASAP" Fern
ifirtra CHRISTMAS cosh Call 727
4071.40 salt for DEBBY’

Sports minded people needed for
Santa Clam office management
posnion
Nc ...ence nec
y *se nein Cell I F so 492
9307
molting
SALESFLPCTRICAI We r
for limited number of off opt* to
run through fr. sales training
program If ...led we will as
dm you with your resume inter
viewing skills and placement as
01.1ance Positions ere employer
plod Requires good communicenon skill. Cell BRIAN KOPP el
EITP Int an interview

14151275

SJSU-7110 5 11th Street 2 bd.,’ 2
bath remodeled and very clean
Ample parking
1750-5900 rno
Laundry on die. security building, bicycle racks Call 2118-9157

Security type bldg 2 DIM from
campus Ideal for up to four
adults Cell 947-0803

PERSONALS

TOR OFFICE

HOUSING
MT ROOMMATE 4 Pedro, hone wen
4 onmr near IBM No. %mkt
IS oil
No
1240 rnp
W
drugs Coll 36341422
SHARE HOUSE et 115 S elth St Wool
mature upper class or grad stu
parking
&
laundry
dent
’here utilltedee Caa
3400100

Stop shaving-waxing.
twee/01pm ustng chemicals
Let me permanently remove
your unwanted hair
Back Chest Lip Ellliem
Chen Tummy etc
15.. discount 1st appt
1 2 price it made before
12-31-90 Unwanted hair

call Father Mark Neely or Sister
Judy Ryan at 298-0204

ices Final draught preparation
Ill Sl 641-5036

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC!’ Unwanted
halr removed forever Specialist
confidential Your very own probe
Os disposable Call 247-7486, 335

HANDWRITTING ANAL VSIS
Di.over your hidden strengths
and talents Send us your
signature along with 545
computerized report
SASE lor

S Baywood Ave San Jose

San Carlos For more informetIon
Stool ectIvilies call Rey Norb
Fenhober at 296-0204
SCUBA DIVER PADI cendled seeks
rMhedsible clhoe buddy Call Age
at 924-6313
T.SHIRTS
Earn money for your fraternity
sororely 0106 0, business by sell.
ing silk-screened 7 -Shirts with
you, design or logo

TRAVEL
AIR FARE DISCOUNTS" TWA otters
OH any published lam Purchase your TWA student discount

fences concrete paenting end
landscape work FREE estimates
Call 071-9102

prolmamnoi dependable service
A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
gets the best grade
Good spelling and grernmer
also help Lel thee
English teacher amid
you in improving your
G P A Foreign students

plan. NOW’
Call 997.3647 and ask
for ARLENE’

SJOU tor 4 moose high quality
term papers theses resumes let.
tors group probers etc AEA
mecielid
spelling gremmer
punctuation check evaileOle

John or Poulin*
AAAH’ Too many reports and nol
enough 11007 LET ME DO THE
TYPING’ Remotes berm repers
theses, etc Grad & undeogred
Available days eves & weekends
by appt Lamer Printer Cali ANNA

PERMANENT COSMETICS
by IRISH

Enhance your nature, beauty’
Hey* natural looking beeutiful
eyebrows llps cheMts IL the
luury ol seneuOus yeit
December 251990
SERVICESCall by
Cell BRAINSTORM
1415196243601

FAST

ACCURATE

Call

COMPUTER

WORDPROCESSOR Near Hanoi
ton & Winchester Call SHIRLEY
at 379.3519 KATHY at 379.1188
S2 per P9
PRECISION WORD PROCESSING
125 wpm’ eddy guarenheed
Compelltive Wes Mon papers,
tape
tranSCriptiOn
resumes

at 972.4992
ABANDON THE FRUSTRATION’
CALL EDP SERVICES’
Repent leenh papers

Ines. legal papers moiling hats
ppm,.
Mc
Call
984 5203

remuniehe letters & more
POSTSCRIPT LASERJET
Affordable accurate &
fast’ Spell Grans 00 .01
Clom to campus

TEACHERS’ STUDENTS’
Work done professionelly
.curstely guiCkly & with
? Smile. Hand.ls exams
resurnitte paper. etc
DERBIES SECRETARIAL
SERVICES
294-11133
50, off w SJSU ID

theses resumes
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

’406 295.74311

day. week by appointment
ROI 274-3664

Quick turnaround
2 minutes
from campus Call KATE al Technically Typtng (408)281-0750

Ca11972-1563

EVERGREEN WORDPROCESSING
Professional
typsi
’serving

AAAAAA HA,
NO TIME to type your
paw resume,
We can type it FAST and NEAT
LOW
RATE for ratudentS
with a
As low as 52 page’
Call now’ 947-0191

per. rePort
hoses etc LASER
PRINTER FREE grammar sod.
I punt check Reasonable rates

TYPING, WORD PROCESSING
Term papers reports

wericorne Call BARBARA
at WRITE TYPE

TYPING

SERVICING your Word Processing
end Graphecs needs Term pm

WORD PROCESSING
L ETTER QUALITY
Printing copies etc’
Papers resumes & more
Call CECILIA at 2216102
Word procstieng 914 hr
52 50 page whichever isle..
WORK SMART NOT HARD’
14ev, yOur papers typed
Convenient 11 efficient
on.carrepus pick .up & delivery
Macintosh& L a..r printer
Cali 1081 195 31611

This Space
Reserved For
Your Ad
For Info Call
924-3177
1111.111110

4100M11==l1111.1.11111..1=1.111M01.1111.=.11=1.111MI

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates

(Count approximately 23 letters and spaces for each kne

Minimum three lines on one day
AAAAAAAA

Each

One
Day
3 Lines $500
4 Lines $600
5 Lines $700
611005 $800
Each Additional I

Two Three Four
Days Days Days
$600 $6 10
56 70 $740
$740 Se 10
$870 59 40
ine $1 00

$ 740
S 8 10
$ 880
$10 10

Fix*
Days
S 801)
5 880
S 960
$7080

Extra
Day
ST 50
$200
S3 00
53 50

SAmester Rates (All Issues)

is 14
5-9 Lines $7000
15 Plus I inns S110 00
*Each brie fias 23 spaces &maw riclud 574,70
All Ciass,fied advertisements must se 744.,
.

r

City iS State
E nclose0 s

Greek

Services

stoteo

Computers

Help Wanted
Housing

F or Sale

I osl 8 F mold

’

Automotive

Petrie,.

Address

(40I1) 924-3277
Circle a Classification
Announcements

Print Name

5,I0 00

Personal

203-4081
SHARE I BEDROOM horn.od eV.,

punctuation grammar assistance
All work guarenteed’ Call PAM
247,2661 13 ant -Rpm for worry.e

Mes0o Europe 115
low airfares’
Md. your Chridnues

Lisdouv Analysis P0 Bos 53603
San Jose Co 95123
MAKE YOUR HOME
more Comfortble.
Emmrlenced carpenter
working way through school will
remodel kitchens baths hang
door. Windows install skylights

tem theses etc Letter quality’ All
formals plus APA SPELCHEK

WHERE DO YOU
dint to 4077 Hassel,

i4010 379-3500

AND

EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers re.
ports group papers resumes let

call 379-3500

disappears with my care
GWEN CHELGREN RE New
location -621 E Cimpbeti
Am 17 Campbell

EDITORIAL RESEARCH SERVICES
Totoring consultation billow.,
phic material and editing sery

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning el 10 AM al
Campus Christian Center 10th &

Pickup avail
EVEL YN 270-6014
AFFORDABLE

card now and beet the fare in.
creases Cell ANDY now or 2938720

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 30 A a 00 PM Compus Christian
Center 10th & San Carlos For
more Info &bout other activIlie.

CATHOLIC

/Wenn,’ 15‘. discount
for students & faculty
621E Campbell AVe .17

BARE IT ALL
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL’

STILL AVAILABLE’ 2 felon 2 blh apts
with FREE cable TV & microwave

TEACHER

eible schedules &
engi
AVAILABLE
Sales
JOBS
neering *Cr:punting and adminis
RI Unwell!
!ration
Japalee
Call
No
n.o, Email.

resent 5270 mo utifities 0090110 bee Wed side S J 299-2951

41Iseum lommiimmimmmemeimmen

SEND CnEt.:s

{ of

1.40Sif

1,114",

Days

Classified Desk I coed inside Will 107
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Volleyball team wins again, still undefeated
By Shigeru Nishiwaki
Daily ate writer
The SJSU women’s volleyball
team’s first regular season match at
the Events Center proved to be a
successful one.
The Spartans defeated a young
team from Texas-Arlington 15-8,
15-13. 15-0 on Saturday to remain
undefeated this season with a 3-0
record.
The Mavericks, who finished
t6urth in the nation last season in
Cathy George’s first season as
head coach, started just one senior
against the Spartans. Only two seniors remain from George’s Final
Four team.
The Spartans started the match
,strong, building a 4-0 lead. However. Texas -Arlington fought back
to 7-6. threatening to take over.
The Spartans then outscored the
visiting team 8-2 to capture the
tirst game.
The second game was the closest of the evening. with Texas-Arlington taking an 2-0 early lead.
The Spartans came back to tie it
13-13.
Anna Marie Remedios Daily staff photographer

Senior Mary nn N% ittoter humps the hall during Saturday’s game against TexasArlington.

Football’s Top 25
Associated Press

The Top Twenty Five teams in the
Associated Press 1990 college football poll, with first-place votes in parentheses, records through Sept. 8,
total points based on 25 points for a
first-place vote through one point for
a 25th -place vote, and last week’s
rankings:
Team
I Notre Dame i44i
2 Floida Si tlOi
3 Auburn (4,
4 Brigham Young ’21
5 Southern Cal
6 Tennessee
7 Michigan
8 Nebraska
9 Miami Fla
’71 Virginia
11 Otbahoma
12 Texas A8M
3 Arkansas
14 Mouser
15 Illinois
’6 Oho St
17 Clemson
18 Arizona
19 Fionda
20 Coiorado
21. Washington
22 Texas
23 Arizona St
14 Michigan Si
25 Patsbuigh

Record
1.0-0
200
2.0-0
30-0
20-0
3.0-1
01-0
2-0-0
1.1-0
3-0-0
2-0-0
2.0-0
1-0-0
2-0-0
1-1-0
2-0-0
2-1-0
2-0-0
2.0.0
1.1-1
2-0-0
1.0.0
2-0-0
0-0-1
2.1-0

Pls. Pvs.
1 480
I
1.385
3
’382
2
1236
5
1 201
6
7
1.158
1-084
4
1-050
8
1036 10
1033 I
973
14
885
12
704
15
601
18
565 21
563 17
479
15
462 20
446 24
438
9
323 22
267 23
228 25
128
19
70
13

New seats will squeeze some
DENVER (API Football
fans with wide berths will get no
sympathy at Mile High Stadium. home of the Denver
Broncos.
Individual theater-type seats
are being installed in place of
old benches at the stadium, and
they are proving too narrow for
some fans’ comfort.

Mike Flaherty, deputy director of parks and recreation, said
he was approached by Mayor
Federico Pena because of complaints about the seats.
But the complainers will just
have to adjust. Flaherty said,
because the city is spending
$4.2 million to put new seats in
most sections of the stadium

A wide shot by Texas -Arlington’s Valerie Whitfield gave SJSU
a 14-13 lead. SJSU Outside hitter

Dawnis Wilson,
SJSU outside hitter
Betsy Welsh got the game -winner
when her kill clipped the top of the
net and fell oer.

The Spartans dominated TexasArlington in almost every statistic,
most impressively in the hitting
rin
tpeeacentage
category with a .425
average compared to the
Mavericks’ .049.

Up to that point. the Mavericks
had been able to stay in for most ot
the first two games. Hoes cr. the
Mavericks folded in the third
game.

Texas -Arlington was led by
Courtney Kahl, the lone senior.
and freshman Shelley Williams.
who had 12kills each. Setter
leen Farrel added 21 assists. Col-

Freshman setter Annie Shaughnessy served six consecutive points
to give &1St’ ail 11-0 lead. After
exchanging two sideouts, Welsh
and senior Laura Boone closed out
the match serving the nestlour
points.

"! think that our team played
very well," said SJSU coach John
C’orbelli, who hasn’t lost a match
since becoming the Spartan head
coach this season. "Still, there is
room for improx eitient.’
The Spartans improved their record to 3-0, while the Mavericks. a
team that suffered only four losses
Alias’ year. dropped to 2-7. TexasArlington had also been defeated
in three games earlier in the week
by San Diego State and University
of the Pacific. who play host to the
Spartans at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

Shaughnessy registered a match high 23 assists. while Welsh had
12 kills.
"That was a really surprising
shutout." said Dawnis Wilson,
who finished si, ith a match-high 13
kills. We neer get that against
anybody "

All -Big West outside linehat.kciLyneil Mayo will "probably" be
arraigned today at the Santa Clara
County courthouse for a felony
spousal abuse charge, a county jail
spokeswoman said.
Mayo has been detained since
his arrest by the University Police
Department at a residence on
South Fie.lith Street at 12-17 a ni

Friday. according to Sgt. IA,
Hohu. Ile is being held on a
000 bond.
The six-foot. 2.96 -pound senior
subsequently missed the Spartans’
game at The University of the Pacific Saturday night. SJSU coach
Terry Shea said through, a team
spokesman that as of 1 p.m. Mon. he had yet to get an opporm-

Overall

1-1-1
SJSU
1-2-0
Utah State
Fresno State
3-0-0
Fullerton State
1-2-0
1-2-0
UNLV
0-3-0
New Mexico Slate
Pacific
1-2-0
0-3-0
Long Beach
Weelit’S Results
SJSU 28, Pacific 14
Missouri 45, Utah State 10
FresnoSlate 31 Utah 7
Mississippi Stale 27 Fullerton State 13
UNLV 45. Oregon State 20
Kansas State 52 New Mexico State 7
,- Diego S’ DC no Beach Slate 20

nity to speak with Mayo. Until the
two discuss the matter. Shea said
Mayo is still pan of the team.
It is still unclear if Mayo will
mike! vt oh squad to kis Vegas for
Saturday .5 game against LIMN it
he is acquitted. Nla.w had been a
significant member of ow Spartan
defense that is ranked No. 21 in the
nation in total defense.

Take Your Transit
Once aWeek.
Start

Big West Football
1.
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

"We felt confident coming into
the game, Welsh added. "We
had been playing well lately."

SJSU’s Mayo faces arraignment today

Other receiving voles Fresno Si. 89 LSU
44. Oregon 43 South Carolina 37 Georgia
Tech 35 Syracuse 23 Wyoming 20 Georgia
15. UCLA 14 Indiana 9 Penn St 7 West Virginia 3 Iowa I Maryland 1 Mississippi 1. Toledo I

Teem

"They are a young team."
Welsh said of Texas-Arlington.
"They were completely different
from lust year."

’That was a really
surprising shutout. We
never get that against
anybody.’

cam
1+0
1-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0-0-0
0
0 ’
0

Sept.
18th
49,400iP

Notre Dame
holds top spot
with first win
Associated Pres,(API

Notic

1)ainc

ened its hold On the Ni. I
with a season-tint:lung vickii,
Michigan. while strugglini.:
rado dropped I I spots to Ni
todays Associated Press
football poll.
The Fighting Irish. with
to beat the Wolverines 28-2.4
urday night. received 44 first-pla, :
vittes and 1.480 points from a 11,1
tionwide panel of sports write’
and broadcasters. That’s an iii
crease of seven first -place VIII
and 29 points over the previoth
week.
Colorado, which was ninth last
week. fell mil or the Top 10 after
losing to Illinois 2 9 -22. The Buffaloes also had problems in their first
two games. a lie with Tennessee
and a last-minute victory over
Stanfbrd.
Florida Slate moved past Auburn into second after routing
Cieorgia Southern 48-6. The Semi
notes got 10 first -place votes and
1.385 points. while Auburn, which
beat Mississippi 24-10, received
four first -place votes and I .982
points.

And Save More
Than Money.
Taking transit once a week isn’t just good for
your wallet. It’s good for your world.
Think about it. If everyone took the bus or
light rail to work just one day a week, we’d
reduce the amount of cars on the road-and
the pollutants they emit-by 20%. Overnight.

And wouldn’t that be a breath of fresh air.
For free trip planning call: 408/287-4210. In
Palo Alto: 415/965-3100. In South County:
408/683-4151. Teleprinter for the hearing
impaired: 408/299-4848.

’Santa Clara County Transportation Agency

